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INTRODUCTION

Membo Noticeboard displays appointments notes and photos on
tablets and mobile phones, and information can be accessed and
updated by multiple people including Family, Carers and Support
Workers from any Tablet, Mobile Phone (device) or Web Browser.

Unlike some other Apps, everyone uses the same account
credentials to install the App and access the same Noticeboard.

Updates to the information displayed can be done from the App on
phones and tablets, and from the online Hub which provides a
larger area to manage information, and additional features - see
online Hub page 6.

With permission, Support Workers can manage their own
appointments & related notes, either with direct access to the
personal Hub, or through the Organisation Hub which provides
access to just the diary and notes, not to other account areas.

The settings in the Noticeboard App are specific to each device,
which means that if you are supporting someone, there are a
number of useful settings that can apply to just the device of that
person, eg larger font size or the Noticeboard is awake 24/7.

For those not able to manage technology, there is no need to touch
the device to view the information once it's set up, and ideally, the
Noticeboard should be on display where it can be viewed when,
and as often as required.
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GETTING STARTED

If you don't find the
information you need please
contact us. 

It's easy to get set up and
using the Noticeboard. 
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Your App User Credentials - see User Access p4

Account # ........................

Login .....................................

Password .....................................

Password ................................

Step 1

Step 2

Invite others to Join your MembershipStep 3

Visit the online Management Hub

Step 4

Install the App on all Member Devices

 Involve Care Teams if relevant

Your Online Hub Login - see User Access p4

Step 5 Keep a note of your Account Credentials



UPDATE THE
NOTICEBOARD
Information can be updated
from the App on Tablet and
Mobile Phone & in the online
Hub

 USER ACCESS & PASSWORDS

Everyone under your Membership will use the same account
credentials to install the App and view the same Noticeboard
on phones and tablets.

The App has two types of Access. Full function enables the User
to update information on the Noticeboard & to directly access
the online Hub; Basic enables the User to just view the
Noticeboard, and does not provide direct access to the Hub.

When the App is first installed, the User can choose Full or Basic
in Settings. If nothing is selected Full is the default setting, but
access can be changed at any time in the Hub.

With Full Functionality, the essentials can be done in the App
itself - creating Appointments & Notes, and uploading photos for
brief display.  The online Hub provides access to a range of
additional and important functionality - see page 6.

We recommend using a different password for the App and for
the online Hub.  The reason is that the App can only provide 
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access to the Hub’s appointment diary, notes, photos and
Attendance Records areas.

To have access to personal and account information, and
member device management, the user must have the Hub login
credentials. 

INSTALL THE APP
The App can be found in the         Apple and       Google Play Stores.

Please note that our MemBo Community App will also appear in the
App store - this is an App that enables residential communities to
distribute information.  Please contact us if this App is of interest.

Locate the store icon on the screen of your device, find MemBo
Noticeboard & go through the steps to install the App, which may
include ID verification such as password input or other checks.

When the App opens choose Join Existing Membership in which
case you will need to have those account details, or Start New
Account, and follow the prompts.

SETTING UP SOMEONE ELSE'S DEVICE
Changing the Apple User ID or Google Account after the App has
been installed onto a Device is not recommended.

If you don’t already have the ID to use permanently on the device,
it is recommended you create one before installing the App.

The reason is that changing the ID afterwards can cause problems
eg Apps can’t update themselves or can disappear completely.

If the device User is competent to take care of any issues this is not
a problem, but if the User is not able or is living a long distance
away, this could lead to problems later.



To Add an Appointment 
Select the Appointment Tab, then Manage, and enter the
information. Recurring Appointments can only be created in the
online Hub.

To Add a Note 
Select the Notes Tab, then Manage, and enter the information
including period of time to display and importance.

To Display a Photo 
Choose the Picture button and follow the prompts to display a
photo for a limited period of time. The last photo automatically
appears for your reference. If not designated, the photo’s
behaviour will be prescribed by the “Revert to when Idle” setting.

To Submit a Visitor Attendance Record eg Support Worker
Tap the Attendance Record button and enter relevant notes. Tap
Save to upload these notes directly into the Records section of
the online Hub.  These notes do not remain on the Noticeboard.

APP - THE BASICS

The View the Noticeboard button at the bottom of the Main
Screen takes you to the Noticeboard with three options for
display:

Summary combines today’s & tomorrow’s Appointments and all
Notes
 

Notes displays only Notes 

Appointments displays 14 days of only Appointments
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The Main Screen Menu provides access to Settings for the device
itself, the ability to invite a Friend, and depending on what is
enabled for the User, direct access to the Diary, Notes, Photos
and Attendance Records in the online Hub.



Full Appointment Diary simplifies creating multiple
appointments, and one-time creation of recurring appointments

Photo ID or Service Icon can be displayed with appointments

Audible Appointment Alarm can be activated to sound a period
of time before appointments, 5 minutes prior and again at the
time of the appointment. As part of this functionality, the
appointment also becomes more brightly displayed on the
Noticeboard drawing attention to view information.

Low Battery Status Alarm can be enabled to alert relevant
people that the battery is running low on a particular device.

Account & Device Management including User access and
access to view Attendance Records from the App

Notes/Records provides a central place to share notes of any
description eg travel plans, medical-related information.  Be
aware that any information stored in the cloud is not necessarily
secure, so we recommend you not store sensitive information.

Visitor Attendance Records submitted from the Noticeboard
can be viewed, and new ones added in the Records section

Whilst the basics can be undertaken in the App, the online Hub has
some important additional features listed below, that should be
explored and there are short, easy-to-follow tutorials in each area;

Send Notifications to any or all devices in your Membership

THE ONLINE HUB

1.  The Login button on our website www.membonoticeboard.com
2.  Provided the User has Full Functionality access, go to the App's
Main Screen Menu and tap the online Hub login which takes you
straight to your Hub but only to access the diary, notes, photos &
Attendance notes
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The Hub can be accessed in two ways: 
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HANDY HINTS IF
YOU'RE HELPING
SOMEONE

our Members 

These hints have been
gathered through our own
experience and from 

Don’t forget that the purpose of the Noticeboard may be to help
someone who is confused, so we recommend using simple, clear
wording.
 

If you live with someone and you manage the Noticeboard, it may
be helpful to list his/her appointments, and place your own
movements in the Notes section.

Make sure the Tablet is in a central spot where it will be easily
viewed – the kitchen bench is often a good option. It may also be
useful to have more than one device displaying the Noticeboard.
 

The Noticeboard provides a range of display settings, including
24/7  display of information so it can be read whenever, and as
often as needed and changing the font size.  See FAQ for a list of
settings options.

Use a sturdy display stand, or if the person is likely to move it,
look at wall-mounted options.

When looking at bench-top stands, make sure it goes far enough
up the back of the tablet to support it properly - the shorter ones
can be unstable.
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HANDY HINTS IF
YOU'RE HELPING
SOMEONE

Ensure the Tablet has power at all times so that it doesn’t go flat.

If there is a danger of it being turned off, use a power lead
plugged into a socket that’s out of view.

Check the Font size.  The larger the font, the less information can
be fitted onto the Noticeboard without the need to scroll.  If you
don’t want the person to touch the Tablet, make sure the
information fits onto one screen.

When updating appointments and information for display on the
Noticeboard, it’s good to keep the wording as short and succinct
as possible.  Don’t add too much information, and use as few
words as possible.

Consider Kiosk Mode if you want ensure the device displays
Membo Noticeboard no matter what.

GETTING SOMEONE ACCUSTOMED TO USING
THE NOTICEBOARD
We have found that generally it takes just a day or two for
someone to get used to the Noticeboard as a trusted source of
information.

This will be especially the case if the information is simply put and
most importantly - correct and relevant every time the person
checks.

A good way to help this along is
when the person rings to confirm
something, say “it’s on the Board”,
answer the question, and then
repeat “it’s on the Board”

Consistency and reliability are
absolutely key to success.
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HANDY HINTS CONT

If there aren't many appointments on a particular day, type a joke
that your loved one will enjoy into the Notes section.

If the person you are supporting is keen on movies or sport,
schedule times that games or movies will be shown on TV.

For Family birthdays create an appointment on the day, but also
enter for a few of days prior as a reminder or create a Note that
spans the time.

If something keeps coming up eg worry about payment of a bill or
where new pills come from, include the answer to the question as
a Note that comes up everyday.   If it ceases to be a problem, you
can disable the Note but keep it saved for later.

Start a positive conversation by putting a happy photo up before
you call.  Instead of opening the conversation with “how are you?”
you can chat about the photo perhaps leading to a more uplifting
and positive conversation for everyone.

When family members are away, create a Note that provides travel
dates and contact numbers throughout the period of time they’re
away.

GREAT WAYS TO
USE THE
NOTICEBOARD
Appointments are
obvious - but there are
many uses for the
Noticeboard that you
may not have thought
of
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GREAT WAYS TO
USE THE
NOTICEBOARD

Encourage Home Care workers to Add an Attendance Note
BEFORE they leave.  This is done with the click of a button from
the Noticeboard itself, so it’s easy for them to do and it's done
before they leave. Notes go straight to the Hub so everyone can
view information promptly, and away from the Noticeboard.

Use the online Hub to share information that you do not want
displayed on the Noticeboard. This is great for keeping all family
members in the loop (even if there's conflict) with one central
spot for information like travel arrangements or notes from
meetings and includes Attendance Notes that sent by visitors eg
nurses or physios straight from the Noticeboard to the Hub.

If you take the person to appointments, use the App to enter the
next appointment from your mobile.  It will go straight into the
Diary ready for display on the Noticeboard in due course.

Encourage the grandkids to pop a Photo and quick Note up –
from mobile phones it’s super easy and can be done from
anywhere.  These will occupy the entire screen for a short period
of time - but not too many as they chew through the data. If
people abuse this, change their functionality to Basic so they can’t
make changes to the Noticeboard.

Invite others to download the App so that wherever they are, they
can view the Noticeboard and update with information or a photo
from anywhere.

If the person you are supporting is confused about who is who,
pop a photo up on the Noticeboard before you visit or phone -
from the App on your phone, or in the online Hub.

If the person you are supporting is uncertain about support
workers - what they look like, what their names are, and what the
service is - pop a Photo ID or a Service Icon up with their
appointments.  See Home Care Provider Access for more info,
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 SUPPORT
WORKER ACCESS
Share the load - let your
Support Team update
their own appointments &
share Attendance Records
in real-time

Managing appointments with the inevitable phone calls and
emails to ensure the information is correct can present a
significant challenge for everyone in the support loop.

We often speak with Families and Support Teams who are having
problems keeping the information accurate - families can feel
they don't get enough information, and support workers can arrive
to find that clients aren't present for their appointments.

Membo Noticeboard helps this co-ordination in two ways:

Through the Organisation Hub or with direct access to the
personal Hub, Support Teams can manage their own
Appointments and related Notes in the Client's diary ensuring
appointment information is accurate, and the load is shared.

Visitor Attendance Records are sent from the Noticeboard and
stored in the Hub. With permission, they can also be accessed
from the App which makes it possible for everyone to view the
information instantly vs a paper communication diary which can
only be read when physically at the residence..

Please contact us for more information - email
info@membonoticeboard.com or phone +61 7 3880 4535
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FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
Hopefully your question
will be answered here. If
not, please feel free to
contact us

BASIC & FULL FUNCTIONALITY - WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE

Full Functionality allows the User of the device to update the
Noticeboard and gives direct access to the online Hub from the
App Main Menu. Basic provides view-only access of the
Noticeboard and no direct access to the Hub.

SETTING USER ACCESS ON A DEVICE

DATA - HOW MUCH WILL WE NEED

MemBo Noticeboard requires very little data to function – 1 to
2GB should be sufficient, however uploading large quantities of
photos will affect this significantly.  Caution should therefore be
exercised in respect of providing Full Functionality to people who
may abuse this, rendering the Noticeboard less effective for
someone who requires support.

When the App is first installed on a device, the choice of Full or
Basic Functionality is offered at the bottom of the Settings Menu.
If no choice is made at that time, the Device will default to Full
which enables the User to make changes to the Noticeboard, and
gives direct access to the online Hub.  This access can be altered
at any time in the Device Management area of the Hub.
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In the App go to the Main Menu on the Main Screen and choose
Invite Friend/Member.  This generates an invitation email to send,
but for security reasons, you will need to provide account
credentials manually to those you invite.

HOW TO INVITE PEOPLE TO JOIN YOUR MEMBERSHIP

OVERSEAS USERS

All devices (tablets and mobile phones) automatically know the
local time.  If you are updating the Noticeboard for someone who
lives in another country, there is no need to make allowance for
the time difference when creating appointments. The App and
device will sync together to ensure the correct times are used.

I CAN'T SEE THE APP IN THE APP STORE

If the operating system on your device is older than required, the
App Store will not offer MemBo Noticeboard on the list. You may
be able to update your device, or need to use a different device.

SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS

Update information on the Noticeboard
View the general Notes/Records section
View Visitor Attendance Notes

It is important to carefully consider what information you store in
your online Hub. It is also important to consider who has Full
Functionality access on their Devices since this provides direct
access the online Hub where they will be able to:

CONNECTING TO THE INTERNET

Whilst SIM enabled tablets (4G) provide mobility and
convenience, if it is possible to access Wi-Fi using an existing
landline this is always preferable. To connect a device to the
internet, you will need to go to settings, then for Android devices
find WLAN, and for Apple devices find Wi Fi.
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SUPPORT TEAMS - HOW TO INCLUDE THEM

With permission from the Account Holder, Support Workers can
be provided with access to update their own appointments
including a photo of the attending worker or clinician, or another
image eg shower or shopping trolley.

Please contact the MemBo Noticeboard team for assistance by
email at info@membonoticeboard.com or phone +61 7 3880 4535

TRAINING VIDEOS TO WATCH

The Hub and App each feature short dedicated tutorials.

These & other helpful resources are all available on our website
www.membonoticeboard.com/news/guides-tutorials/
and on our YouTube Channel https://bit.ly/3nNsQV0
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 THE PERSON I'M SUPPORTING CAN'T USE A TABLET

This often the first response.  There is no need for your mum or
dad to touch the tablet to view the information, and if it's
appropriate we can Kiosk Mode the tablet so that Membo
Noticeboard is absolutely always displayed.

If you would like to activate this option, please contact us.

 BATTERY PROBLEMS

If you are experiencing problems with the tablet's batter, you can
activate a Device Status Battery Alert which can be found under
Devices in the Hub.

 ACCESS TO ATTENDANCE RECORDS

Attendance Records can be accessed in the Hub and from the
App depending on the type of access enabled in Device
Management.



Settings apply to individual devices. Full descriptions are
available by tapping the button - bottom of Settings screen.

Sleep setting - the Noticeboard can be set to be awake 24/7 or
to sleep at designated times eg from 9pm to 6am

Font size - the larger the font, the less fits onto the screen without
the need to scroll. 25pt to 35pt is generally recommended.

Functionality – this option is offered in Settings when the App is
first installed. If not set, it defaults to Full access which enables
the user to update the Noticeboard.

If the User is not to change information to be displayed, set to
Basic. This functionality can be changed subsequently in the
onine Hub/Device Management.

Revert to” when idle page – choose which page you want the
Noticeboard to display automatically if it is in some way interfered
with, or accidentally winds up off the nominated display page.

Appointments and Notes: Appointments which displays 14 days of
appointments, or Notes which displays just the notes.

Server check frequency – the App is designed to automatically
check for updates from the server throughout the day.

If these frequent updates are not getting through - which is
generally because of unreliable internet where the Noticeboard is
situated - this Server Check Frequency setting is the fallback
position, so the timing set here is how often the App will check for
updates.  Generally the preset default of 120 minutes is fine,

However, if you are experiencing internet unreliability and it is
vital that updates be seen immediately or if there are very regular
updates, then you may choose to lessen the default time from
120 minutes to 30 minutes or even less if needs be.
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CONTACT US

BRAND
POSITIONING AND
TARGET MARKETS  

Email:  info@membonoticeboard.com

Office:  +61 7 3880 4535

Website:  www.membonoticeboard.com

We have a range of helpful resources that you can view or
download for free from the Resources and from the Guides &
Tutorials pages on our website.

These include practical aids like a spreadsheet that can assist
you to keep track of important information for a loved, books and
informative videos, and a full range of User Tutorials for the App
and online Hub.
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